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By 1996, the term “greeble”—an English neologism of
uncertain origin—had come to designate two suggestively cognate entities. On the East Coast of the United
States, a small group of psychologists and cognitive
scientists (centered on Yale University) were, by that
year, using the word to denominate a set of digitally
rendered anthropomorphic forms developed for use
as visual stimuli in facial recognition experiments. On
the West Coast, among an elite coterie of Hollywoodoriented special-effects gurus and model-makers, the
same term had been used for some time to refer to
small, texturing forms that, when appliquéd to the
surface of larger structures, convey an illusionistic
sense of grandeur and intricacy.
It is the intention of this research note first, briefly
to introduce and contextualize both these greeblekinds; and then, speculatively to elaborate and weigh
potential philological, genealogical, and conceptual
links between the homonymous usages.
Our results will be inconclusive. But conclusions
should, as a rule, be treated with suspicion.

the west coast greeble

There remains a great deal of uncertainty as to the first
usages of “greeble” to designate an individual element
within the encrusting techno-textures that became a
standard technique of science fiction cinematics in the
wake of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968).
Some have claimed that the term was already in use
in Los Angeles–area art schools in the second half of
the 1960s, where it reportedly meant something like
fussy detail in sculptural or graphic work—the suggestion then being that the word wandered across to the
garage-world of the Star Trek wizard-geeks then beginning to imageer intergalactic infrastructures for the
major studios. But no definitive textual evidence has
yet been brought forward to support this proposition.
Above: Close-up of the Millennium Falcon, showing the
intricate analogue greebling of its exterior. The designers
of the Star Wars spaceship employed a number of
repurposed elements from World War II tank and aircraft
model kits to achieve the effect.
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Others have asserted that the origin of the term lies
later, in the mid-1970s, with George Lucas himself,
who, it is said, christened as “greeblies” (the “i” may
or may not have been in there originally, and it eventually falls away) the meticulous elements that gave
the surface of the Millennium Falcon and other Star
Wars spacecraft their distinctive, even revolutionary,
visual qualities—what might be described as an air
of sublimely remote gigantism crossed with a finicky,
mechanico-mysterious realism.1
What can be said with certainty is that these
early “greebling” processes (the term regularly serves
as a predicate in this setting) involved intensive
manual labor with actual, physical model-making.
“Kit-bashing,” the reappropriation of parts from
commercial plastic hobbyist models, served as the
dominant shop practice.2 The skunk-works team that
would eventually become Industrial Light & Magic
excelled in this repurposing of the myriad microcomponents of conventional airplane, car, and locomotive
model kits—which bits, suitably reconfigured and
strategically superglued all over the hulls of the larger
spaceship forms, created exquisite tessellations of panel
and circuit, hose and portal. Considerable artistry was
involved, in that even a modestly mechanical eye reads
the “plausibility” of such arrays quite intuitively—
pipes must go somewhere and gears need to meet other
gears. All such detailing is handcraft. You cannot, as
the saying goes, just “dip the model in glue, and roll it
in junk.” In addition, distinctive parts with high recognition value among modeling buffs (automobile air
filters, the air intake of a mig fighter, the side panels of
a train caboose) either had to be omitted or détourned
with sufficient skill so as to pass unnoticed in a closeup shot.
This era of artisanal greebling in the material world
mostly passed with the emergence of the powerful
digital rendering tools that now dominate the specialeffects industry.3 A full account of this upheaval is
well beyond our scope, but the transition occurred
gradually across the 1990s. Initially, of course, the
same visual effect had to be achieved with the new 3-D
graphics tools by the programmer’s equivalent of kitbashing (i.e., borrowing, rescaling, and/or repurposing
the virtual armature of various polygonal forms originally elaborated for other purposes), but this sort of
“bespoke” cgi greebling is now relatively rare in that
a host of “greeble plugins” are widely available for use

with all the major rendering platforms. These dedicated
greebling applications use recursive fractal algorithms
and other clever mathematico-geometrical techniques
to evolve huge libraries of greeble options. Countless
elaborately greebled skins and scapes now populate
these tools, which thereby secrete a vast, infinitely
variable and combinable technological imaginary—
a kind of pull-down palette for the pixel painters of
our hyperworlds.

th e east coast gr eeble

We have more concrete information concerning the
precise origin of the psychologists’ greebles—both in
name and form. In the early 1990s, graduate students
in the Yale laboratory of Michael J. Tarr were working
on different aspects of human vision. One of them,
Isabel Gauthier, was specifically focused on facial
recognition, and interested in understanding exactly
how “special” this mode of object identification is in
Homo sapiens.4 Canonical work in the 1960s and 1970s
appeared to establish that we see faces “differently”
than we see other objects. Not only are brain-healthy
persons very good at recognizing individuals by means
of a glance at their faces (we do this a lot better than we
recognize specific leaves, say—which, like human faces,
are each visually particular but also all look a lot alike),
cognitively normal people are also pretty sensitive to
certain kinds of disruption in visual information about
faces. (If you mix up face-bits, or flip things around, or
displace the primary symmetries, it affects our recognition abilities more than similar reconfigurations in
other objects.) All this, together with the existence of
a number of pathological conditions that seem disproportionately to affect face recognition, suggests a
distinctive cognitive mechanism for processing visual
information about faces.
Gauthier was one of a number of young
vision researchers at this time working to refine the
extent and character of these face-seeing capacities.
A basic way to do this? Test to what degree the apparently “special” features of face recognition could be
discerned in an experimental subject working with
various non-face stimuli.
What’s a non-face? Well, in a basic way, everything
that is “not a face” can be thought of, at least in potentia,
Opposite: An digitally greebled “sci-fi pipe,” available for
download for $29.
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as a “non-face visual stimulus” for the purposes of
a cognitive psychology experiment. You can take a
picture of a fire hydrant or the paw pads of a miniature
schnauzer and display either on the screen of a test
monitor; you can manipulate them; you can place one
or both in an array of similars; and you can show all or
some of this to an undergraduate being paid minimum
wage in the basement of a university building under
experimental conditions that monitor response times,
etc. You can train said undergraduate to recognize
specific hydrants, then rotate them and flash them
upside down and measure if identification requires
more time in this orientation—and in this way, you
might potentially compare, eventually in a statistically significant way, if inversion messes with hydrant
recognition to the same extent that it messes with face
recognition under otherwise identical circumstances.
And, sure enough, lots of this sort of experimentation was indeed being done in the era. But, pushing
around the data, Gauthier and Tarr (and others) began
to dream about a better non-face stimulus. The ideal
non-face would be face-like enough to afford tightly
targeted comparisons with actual faces: it would be
available in a relatively large set (like humans); each
exemplar would have a discrete number of “components” that varied in form and position, but that
retained a relatively robust general configuration (like
faces); and the set as a whole would offer opportunities
for individuation (“hey, that’s Jerry Lewis!”), and higherlevel differentiation by kinds (in analogy to the various
categorizations that are possible when working with
human faces—e.g., male and female).
Enter Scott Yu. At the time Yu was a Yale undergraduate in his sophomore year—a self-described “lab
rat” and video game addict (Street Fighter ii , Mortal
Kombat) who had found a congenial nest in the environs of Dr. Tarr’s lab. A tinkerer with some aptitude
for programming, Yu availed himself of the research
toys stashed about the Tarr lab, including one of the
just-released Wacom ud tablet inputs, as well as some
primitive 2-D graphics tools on the desktop machines.
Before long, he and Tarr had secured a copy of Form*Z,
the new 3-D rendering tool developed for architects
and designers (it had been released in 1991).5 Yu,
tinkering, became sufficiently adept with this software
that he could soon use (the still relatively novel, in
personal computing) nurbs curves (“Non-Uniform
Rational B-Spline”) to generate, shade, and rotate novel

3-D forms. The resulting glyphomorphs were horrible
colors and weird shapes. But they got the attention of
Gauthier and Tarr: could this new technology be used
to make a set of experimentally optimized non-faces?
Yu (who went on to have an international career
in video game design) took up the task, and along the
way, began taking his newfound identity as a visual
artist more seriously—signing up for figure-drawing
classes in New Haven, and spending his evenings
bent over sheets of newsprint, charcoal in hand. Before
the screen of Form*Z, still later at night, he gradually
evolved a strange little family of homuncular gremlins—a faceless army of non-faces. It was Gauthier,
however, who was Xeroxing a page of renderings
of these critters in the psychology office when the
distinguished Yale political scientist (and quantitative
psychologist) Robert Abelson shuffled into the room.
Looking over her shoulder, he inquired with avuncular
gruff, “What are those little greebles you are copying?”
The name stuck. And the psychologists’ greebles were
born. They proved useful to their designed purpose,
and beyond. Gauthier is today a well-respected neuroscientist, much of whose reputation can be traced back
to her original greeble papers, and Yu’s little non-faces
have now been referenced in more than seven hundred
scientific articles. They have become a familiar tool for a
wide range of research programs, including the study of
learning, sight, haptics, memory, and even language use.

discussion

A number of questions come to the fore immediately:
Why did “greebling” in the West Coast sense emerge
to prominence in science fiction imagery when it did?
And relatedly, why had previous futuristic imagery
(Metropolis to Buck Rogers) tended to privilege smooth,
as opposed to techno-textured, forms? More generally, why does the judicious application of greebles to
a surface produce such an uncanny illusion of scale
Opposite: Examples of both genders—plok and glip—of
each of the five greeble families created at Yale University:
Galli, Osmit, Radok, Samar, and Tasio. Each greeble
is assigned to a family based on its basic body shape,
which has appendages known as the “boges” (the two
hornlike protrusions), the “quiff” (the nose), and the
“dunth” (the penile proboscis on the lower body). The
genders are identified according to the orientation of these
appendages, which are always all either pointing down
(plok) or up (glip). Courtesy Isabel Gauthier.
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Samir (plok)

Galli (plok)

Radok (glip)

Taslo (plok)

Osmit (plok)

Samar (glip)

Galli (glip)

Radok (plok)

Taslo (glip)

Osmit (glip)
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and distance? And, finally, furthering this observation:
Can the aesthetic analysis of the sublime be stretched
to accommodate or illuminate the visual experience
of cinematic greeblescapes? If anything, the psychologists’ greebles are even more puzzling. Why did a set
of putatively non-face virtual entities end up looking
for all the world like small (faceless?) homunculi?
This question feels especially urgent, in that, their
notional non-faceness aside, greebles seem very much
to have “faces,” if notably blank ones, and it is therefore immensely difficult to understand how, with the
whole universe of non-face image forms to choose from,
Yu and the Tarr lab researchers so closely re-evolved
legibly “facial” pseudomorphs. Has this had implications for the results of research spooling out from the
original greeble publications?6 And even if we choose
to leave that question to the scientists themselves, we
could still turn to several significant concerns that arise
upon any critical confrontation with Yu’s greebles. For
instance: In what ways can Yu’s primary visual cultures
of the mid-1990s (nude figure drawing and video
games) be discerned in the forms he evolved at that
time? What sublated psychosexual dynamics generated
the phallic (non-?) face feature known as the “dunth”?
And how did the taxonomic architecture of the greeble
set as a whole immediately reproduce not only an
archetypal dyadic bifurcation by gender but also the
historically dominant pentamerous classification of
racial difference?7
Tempting as each of these inquires is, I propose in
what follows largely to bracket further specific reflection on the (different) things called greebles, and move
instead to a subtending linguistic problem: Why are
(all) these things called “greebles”?
Turning to this matter, then, I think we must begin
by dismissing the notion that the self-consciously oldIvy-League Bob Abelson had somehow acquainted
himself with an obscure bit of argot then au courant
among West Coast creative types in the ambit of Lucas
et al. And if this is admitted, we would seem to find
ourselves confronting parallel and, at least as best as
can be made out, genealogically “unrelated” coinages.
We are thus saddled with an unenviable mitosis in our
etymological problem: not one but two emergent usages
of the same hitherto unattested term.
But are they completely unrelated? Again, no plausible direct or lineal greeble-greeble link is, at present,
in evidence. And yet, it must be conceded that the

conceptual terrains at issue are at least adjacent, if
not swampily conjoined. In each of our two usagecases, the term “greeble” comes to designate a small,
simulacral visual stimulus—a set of entities that draw
attention to themselves only by being “in relation” to
other (real) entities that they simultaneously evoke and
disavow. The East Coast greeble is a face-ish antiface;
West Coast greebling relied on the strategic misuses of
pieces from ordinary (car, boat, or plane) models to pull
the imagination to futuristic, rather than quotidian,
technologies. In both situations, we confront intimacies
that produce a kind of alienation, details that generate a
sense of distance and disorientation. In both situations,
we confront a new class of human-wrought “things
made to be seen” that emerged within the nexus of the
disruptive virtualities of screen-life in the last quarter
of the twentieth century.
In all this, the West Coast and East Coast greebles seem not unrelated. Or at least not unrelatable.
Nevertheless, all evidence points to our dealing, here,
with a case of convergent linguistic evolution, rather
than any common etymological stemma. In this context,
putative hybridities (for instance, one can find, online,
a graphically greebled image of a psychologists’
greeble) must be understood as nervous expressions of
the queer propinquity at issue, rather than historical
reconstructions of some common ancestor or sudden
reversion to wild type.
All of which is to say, onomastics can be spooky.
But we must be brave. So it is to onomastics that I will,
in conclusion, turn.
Whence, then, the actual word “greeble”—which
does not appear in the Oxford English Dictionary,
and has no obvious etymological provenance in the
domains at play? Let us entertain several hypotheses.
Many readers will, by this time, have reflected—
perhaps fleetingly, and possibly unconsciously—on
the cognate English term “grebe,” referring to the
various species of diving bird grouped in the order
Podicipediformes, many fossil instances of which are
known. While the intricacies of their fossilized bone
patterns in shale or limestone matrix do bear a striking
resemblance to certain early greebled surfaces, no more
direct line to the West Coast greeble can readily be
discerned. Approaching the problem from the other
side, it is interesting to look at an upright grebe (particularly the great crested, least, or black-necked species)
while thinking about one of the East Coast greebles.
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The least grebe, I have come to feel, looks uncannily
like a greeble of the Osmit family, and the great crested
and horned varieties, when on their mating platforms,
often strike strikingly Galli-esque poses.
But all this similitudo appears to remain precariously perched in the realm of mere form, leaving the
philologist at the lip of the abyss, attending to the faint
and diminishing echoes sounding from the depths of a
chasm of unknowing.
Not greatly more satisfying, in the end, is the
initially exciting realization that the term “greeble”
itself does in fact make a handful of appearances in
English in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In
each case, the word is employed as an idiosyncratic
orthographic effort to capture a colloquial and folkish
articulation of the familiar adjective “agreeable.” While
both East and West Coast greebles are, I think, in their
way, highly agreeable (in the sense of “producing
pleasing effects”), one is again without any solid evidentiary links out of which to forge a chain capable of
supporting the weight of a properly causal argument.
Also of interest, however, is a spate of possibly
unrelated misspellings of “Gleeble” (the r/l transposition being well attested in historical linguistics),
which similarly give rise to a smattering of published
pre-“greeble-as-such” appearances of the word
“greeble”— and, suggestively, the phrase “Greeble test”
as well. But the testing at issue in these references is
indeed “Gleeble testing,” a standard engineering analysis of the hot ductility of metals, an assay of particular
importance in rating construction materials. The large
console of a Gleeble test station could certainly be
said to be “greebled,” in the West Coast sense, and the
molten ingot that results from the “fail” of a Gleeble
test can look a bit like a greeble in the East Coast sense,
but pushing this line of reasoning too hard strains

credulity, which can itself fail under adverse conditions
of pressure and temperature.
And this brings us to the small, orbicular figurines known as “Weebles,” developed by the Hasbro
company of Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Released
initially in 1971, these ovoid plastic dolls featured a
non-homogenous body composition that located the
center of mass of any given Weeble below the pivot
point of said Weeble (oriented vertically). Combining
this arrangement with a smoothly curved base (and
ensuring only a single mechanical equilibrium), it
became possible to guarantee what became the trademark of the brand: “Weebles wobble, but they don’t
fall down.” While it is difficult to discern a link (other
than chronological synchrony) between the sudden
market domination of Weebles in the early 1970s and
the advent of the West Coast greebles, the prominence
of the “Weebles wobble” jingle certainly placed the
“-eeble” vocalization in broad circulation in this period,
and this must be understood as a component of the
phonic preconditioning of the emergence of the term
“greeble” in both settings. Morphological consonances
between Weebles and greebles (in the East Coast sense)
should also be acknowledged.
None of this can be described as settling the
problem at issue, and it is possible that the totality of
these insights and observations will be adjudged to
have cast but a feeble light on the question as a whole.
Pending new discoveries, we are left to ponder a troubling notion: What is new may, on occasion, actually
come from no place at all. May be “unprecedented”
and without cause. Spontaneous. Sui generis. Even
“random.”
Historical inquiry, under such circumstances, runs
up against what may well be definitive methodological
limitations.
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